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How Do You Know Your Data Encryption is Really Secure
---------------------------There are various types and methods of data encryption. Some of the most popular forms of data

The Windows XP operating system has the ability to perform file and folder encryption. There a

If you routinely deal with confidential or sensitive information, or if you are concerned abou
First, What Is Data Encryption
-------------------------------------------------Throughout ancient and modern history people have come up with ways to mask, hide, and verify

Encryption today is much more advanced and complex. It is used for everything from securing mi

Most Data Does Not Start Out Encrypted So Be Careful
---------------------------The primary reason I am writing this article is to point out a couple specific issues with dat

Let’s take for example, a word document that contains your personal financial information. You

While you were writing that document, you probably hit the save button several times. Or if yo

Now that you have finished your document and copied or moved it to the secure folder, your doc

Changing The Location Of Unencrypted Temp Files
---------------------------------------------------------The primary way applications like Microsoft Word determine where to store temporary versions o

Encrypted Files May Not Stay Encrypted When Copied or Moved
----------------------------------------------Another thing you should be aware of is what happens to encrypted files or folders when they a

Make Sure Deleted Unencrypted Files Are Really Gone
--------------------------------------------------Because data that is deleted from disk may be recoverable for quite some time, I use another p

Conclusion
---------If you are concerned about keeping important data confidential, file, folder, or disk encrypti
You may reprint or publish this article free of charge as long as the bylines are included.
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